Right as well as left unilateral spatial neglect influences rehabilitation outcomes and its recovery is important for determining discharge destination in subacute stroke patients.
Unilateral spatial neglect (USN) can interfere with rehabilitation processes and lead to poor functional outcome. To investigate the influence of left and right USN on rehabilitation outcomes using Catherine Bergego Scale (CBS) in stroke patients and the relationships among improvement of USN, improvement of motor autonomy (measured by FIM gain), length of stay and discharge destination. Observational study. Rehabilitation hospital in Japan. We investigated 60 first-ever stroke patients who were admitted to a rehabilitation hospital within 3 months after stroke onset (27 patients with neglect and 33 without neglect). Multiple regression analyses were used to explain functional independence measure (FIM) gain, FIM effectiveness and length of stay. Independent variables were motor and cognitive FIM, CBS, Stroke Impairment Assessment Set Motor score (SIAS-M) and time after stroke onset at admission. The incidences of USN in patients with right and left hemisphere damage were 55.6% and 37.1%, respectively. CBS predicted motor FIM, motor FIM gain, motor FIM effectiveness and length of stay. On the other hand, SIAS-M did not predict either FIM nor length of stay. CBS score decreased significantly in patients with USN who retuned their home, while it did not change in patients who did not. Cognitive FIM score at admission was significantly lower in patients who did not return home than in patients who returned home. CBS is more useful than SIAS-M for prediction of functional outcomes in patients with both left and right hemisphere damages. Improvement of USN is important for returning home. Cognitive impairment may interfere with recovery of USN. Improvements of USN are important for planning the rehabilitation goal and determination of discharge destination.